
In most home applications, we opt to 
feature light rather than hide it, but when 
it comes to theaters and game rooms, you 
need to think differently. Luminii HŌM, 
our curated collection of specification-
grade residential lighting products, offers 
a range of solutions that accent in all the 
right places to create the optimal home 
theater and gaming experience.

Explore lighting options:

 + Dimmable, Tunable, RGB, or RGBW – we have 
recommendations to illuminate media spaces  
from floor to ceiling 

 + How to incorporate reflection free accent lighting 
for spaces intended to be dark and dramatic 

 + Discreet and configurable lighting options that 
disappear in ceilings and floors in both an “on”  
and “off” state

THEATERS AND GAME ROOMS

Luminii HŌM

CONTACT US:
Sales@Luminii.com

CONTACT A LOCAL AGENT: 
Luminii.com/contact/find-an-agent

VISIT LUMINI HŌM:
LuminiiHom.com

 DOWNLOAD LUMINII DESIGN GUIDES: 
LuminiiHom.com/design-guides
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Media spaces are intended to be 
experiential, so thinking through 
a lighting design that’s specific 
to a home application is critical 
to pull off a dramatic effect. 
Expertly illuminate every detail of 
your home theater or game room 
with Luminii commercial-grade 
lighting solutions. Whether it’s 
general lighting, dramatic accent 
lighting, or step lighting, Luminii 
has your project covered with a 
wide range of products ideal for 
media applications.
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Wall+ 
Architecturally-engineered and installed in wall applications 
that illuminate either floors or ceilings, the Wall+ recessed 
linear system provides outstanding heat sink capabilities 
allowing it to support high-powered LEDs. Providing 
constant, even illumination from the beginning to end of 
the run, Wall+ is available in multiple lengths, and individual 
fixtures connect easily supporting long continuous runs.

STENOS Micro Optic Downlights 
Architecturally-designed, the STENOS downlight range 
consists of three discreet micro optic options, producing 
an output range of 250-1260 lumens. STENOS downlights 
produce perfect beam quality, a +/- 30º aimable tilt, and 
highly flexible beam shaping accessories. STENOS is field 
configurable, featuring a constant voltage design enabling 
multiple fixtures to operate from a single power supply, 
resulting in a simplified installation and overall cost savings.

Kendo M Dynamic Color 
Luminii’s signature architectural linear product line, Kendo 
M Dynamic Color system is made to order up to 144” and 
can be linked up to 35’ offering extreme flexibility for both 
indoor and outdoor applications. Featuring premium color 
quality, Warm Dim, Dynamic White, RGB and RGBW, and 
dot-free, even illumination, the Kendo M Dynamic Color 
system beautifully illuminates applications including 
millwork, under-cabinet, and surface mount installations.

Stiletto with Black Lens 
With a recessed linear profile, the Stiletto is designed for 
drywall and ceiling applications. Featuring premium color 
quality and dot-free, even illumination, Stilletto offers great 
flexibility in designing continuous straight runs as well as 
custom shapes complimenting an array of applications. 
Stilletto lens options are offered in frosted, clear, and black 
diffusing lenses that creates an almost invisible look when 
not energized, adding drama to any space.
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